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ACI-NA Sustainable Conferences Guidelines 

 
Message from ACI-NA Leadership  
 
Almost seventy years ago, in 1948, 19 airports joined together to form an organization 
called the Airport Operators Council to address and solve mutual problems faced by the 
airport industry.   That organization endures, although with a new name.  Today the 
Airports Council International-North America (ACI-NA) has over 350 airports and 380 
associate members, and although our industry has seen tremendous change and growth 
since that time, our main purpose has not waivered.   
 
ACI-NA’s mission is to “advocate policies and provide services that strengthen the ability 
of airports to serve their passengers, customers and communities”, and to provide 
consistent value to the industry.  One way we do this is by organizing high-quality 
conferences to educate members on the latest topics, and provide a forum for the sharing 
of ideas and best practices and significant networking opportunities.  Every year we strive 
to put together the best conferences in the industry, and we look to our own members for 
inspiration.   
 
Our airport members aim for continuous improvement in providing the best service they 
can to their passengers, communities, tenants and stakeholders – and they are 
increasingly applying the principles of sustainability to do so.  Airports across the U.S. and 
Canada are taking into consideration the economic, operational, environmental and social 
impacts of their organizations.  As our members increasingly adopt sustainable business 
practices, so too does ACI-NA – especially when it comes to organizing our events.     
 
ACI-NA developed these Sustainable Conference Guidelines to help us continually improve 
our conferences to ensure they are economically robust, environmentally friendly, and 
socially responsible – all while providing excellent programming.  These guidelines not 
only describe what ACI-NA has been doing for many years, but also outline additional 
steps we hope to take in the future as we incorporate sustainability into our operations.  
After all, sustainability is a marathon not a sprint - and ACI-NA hopes to still be advocating 
for the airport industry for the next seventy years!   
 

 
Kevin Burke 
President and CEO 
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I. Introduction 
 

Sustainability is no longer just a buzzword in the airport industry – it’s an established way 
of doing business that can improve an airport’s economic vitality, operational efficiency, 
natural resource conservation and social impact (the “EONS” definition of sustainability).  
As airports in the U.S. and Canada integrate sustainability into their organizations and use 
it as a framework for managing both day-to-day operations and long term planning, they 
realize significant benefits for their communities, passengers, tenants, employees and 
other stakeholders.  ACI-NA can incorporate these same principles into our own business 
model with the same goals in mind – to deliver a high level of service to our members 
while strengthening our financial health, minimizing our environmental impact and 
providing benefits to our communities.   
 
Why Focus on Sustainable Conferences? 
 
Developing conferences is a core component of ACI-NA’s business model.  Our meetings 
deliver benefits to members through education, providing a forum for sharing ideas and 
best practices, and opportunities for networking.  Income generated from our Annual 
Conference & Exhibition and specialty topic conferences each year is critical to the 
financial viability of the organization - accounting for approximately one third of our total 
budget.  Developing successful conferences every year is crucial to both enhancing the 
value we provide to members as well as ACI-NA’s own financial health.     
 
Not only do they provide an important source of revenue to fund the organization, 
conferences represent the single largest portion of ACI-NA’s overall environmental 
footprint compared to our other business activities.  ACI-NA is a relatively lean 
organization, with fewer than 50 total employees in our Washington and Ottawa offices.  
Therefore our day-to-day environmental impacts are minor in comparison to the 
combined impact of our 20-plus conferences per year, with approximately 4,800 total 
attendees in fiscal year 2016.  Conducting our conferences in a more sustainable way has 
the potential for the greatest reduction in environmental impacts, such as waste 
generation and greenhouse gas emissions from travel and shipping.   
 
The economic and social benefits for the host communities are also an important consideration 
for ACI-NA as we plan and develop conferences, and include: attendee travel in and out of the 
local airport, generating revenue for ACI-NA members; contributions to the local economy 
through hotel room nights, restaurant visits, taxis and ride sharing services, and local 
attractions.  In addition, ACI-NA provides donations to a local charity selected by the host 
airport for our Annual Conference & Exhibition each year.  
 
Purpose of the Sustainable Conferencing Guidelines 
 
The purpose of the ACI-NA Sustainable Conference guidelines is to provide a general overview 
of the key considerations for the organization as we plan, execute, review and improve our 
conferences and meetings with the goal of making these events more sustainable.  Where 
practicable, ACI-NA will take steps to address our conference waste, greenhouse gas emissions, 
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vendor and venue relationships, charitable activities, attendee wellness, and other conference 
planning activities that have an environmental and social impact.   
 
While a number of the best practices listed in these guidelines are relatively simple to 
implement, others take more coordination and advance planning.  Therefore we recognize that 
it will not always be possible for ACI-NA to implement all, or even certain specific initiatives 
listed in these guidelines.  Our ability to adopt these practices will vary somewhat depending on 
each conference location, venue and hotel capabilities, budget constraints, schedule and timing, 
and other variables.   
 
Organization of the Guidelines 
 
The document is organized by three high-level phases of conference development:  planning 
(both in the near and long-term), on-site management, and post-conference review and 
improvement.  Within each phase the suggested activities are further organized by impact area. 
The intent is for this document to evolve over time in order incorporate new ideas, lessons 
learned and best practices.   
 
These guidelines are not intended to cover every single impact area or activity, but rather focus 
on the main areas that ACI-NA is currently addressing or plans to address in the future.  The 
additional green conferencing resources listed at the end of this document provide more 
detailed information that ACI-NA may use for reference and guidance for other topics not 
covered here. 
 
 

II. PLAN 
 
ACI-NA selects conference locations up to three years in advance for the Annual Conference & 
Exhibition, and typically one year in advance for the specialty topic conferences.  Depending on 
the specific event, the planning phase may last several years – but the most intense planning 
and preparation for any given event generally occurs starting one year out.  It is during the 
planning phase that ACI-NA issues requests for proposals (RFPs) for meeting locations, selects 
the site, and negotiates contracts with vendors, meeting venues, hotels, caterers, suppliers, etc.  
This phase of the process also involves review of performance in prior conferences, attendee 
feedback in follow-up surveys and staff suggestions to improve future events.  Below are 
general recommendations for this phase of the process. 
 
General Environmental and Sustainability Initiatives: 
 

• Request as part of the RFP and/or contracting phase that suppliers, vendors, venues etc. 
provide ACI-NA with their environmental or sustainability policies and initiatives (for 
example, hotel green housekeeping initiatives, meeting venue recycling programs, 
charitable partnerships such as venues donating food to a food bank etc.).  This should 
include a request for any formal sustainability reports published by the organizations 
and businesses (for example, reports using the Global Reporting Initiative, the Carbon 
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Disclosure Project, or other framework). 
 

• Encourage hotels and conference venue to use “green” cleaning products. 
 

• Communicate to exhibitors and vendors the importance of sustainable conferencing to 
ACI-NA (for example, by sharing this guidance document, the environmental and/or 
sustainability policies of the venue, conference designer and other resources as 
appropriate) and ask them to consider doing the same. 
 

• Communicate to attendees via marketing emails the environmental and/or 
sustainability policies of the host airport, venues, hotels and vendors in advance of the 
conference highlight the topic.   
 

• Consider highlighting hotels that have more robust environmental and/ or sustainability 
policies in marketing materials. 
 

• Plan to include one (or more) conference sessions on sustainability topics as 
appropriate to each conference. 

 
Waste Reduction / Recycling 
 

• Request from vendors, meeting venues, caterers, (as appropriate) to provide ACI-NA 
with relevant waste management data such as percent of waste recycled or total weight 
of recycled materials, and percent of food waste diverted from landfill (i.e. by 
composting, donation to food banks, etc.).    
 

• Encourage exhibitors and vendors in advance to minimize paper collateral materials or 
use recycled materials and vegetable based inks.  This can be accomplished by sharing 
these ACI-NA Sustainable Conferences Guidelines with exhibitors and vendors and 
including this guidance in the exhibitor/sponsor information materials. 
 

• Circulate all agendas and conference information electronically and minimize printed 
materials. 
 

• Use Forest Stewardship Council certified recycled paper for items that need to be 
printed and shipped in advance. 
 

• Ship materials in reusable boxes or bins and reuse packing materials when possible. 
  

 
Transport / Greenhouse Gas Emissions  
 

• Where possible, book hotels that are walking distance from the venue and make 
attendees aware of walking routes. 
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• Offer as a sponsorship opportunity the purchase of carbon offsets for travel by all 
conference attendees, or offer attendees the option to purchase their own travel offsets 
individually.  
 

• Provide attendees with information on public transportation in host city.  
 

• Encourage sponsors, when possible, to consider planning events that are within walking 
distance or accessible via public transport to the conference venue and hotels.  
 

 
III. ON-SITE MANAGEMENT 

 
After at least a year of preparation, the ACI-NA team arrives on-site to the conference venue 
where all the careful planning pays off.  After laying the ground work for a more sustainable 
conference in the planning phase, there are many opportunities in the week leading up to the 
conference and during the conference itself, to implement sustainable initiatives.  These are 
often the most visible and engaging as they frequently involve the participation and 
cooperation of exhibitors, staff and attendees.   
 
Waste Reduction / Recycling 
 

• Do not provide plastic water bottles in conference venues – instead use pitchers and 
glasses or water coolers only (water bottles to be provided only upon speaker request or 
when there is insufficient time for venue staff to refresh water pitchers and glasses in 
between panels).  
 

• Encourage attendees to bring reusable water bottles and encourage exhibitors to 
consider reusable water bottles as conference giveaways.   
 

• Prominent placement of recycling bins with clear signage in the conference venue and 
where possible place recycling bins next to trash cans to encourage recycling. 
 

• Recycle name badges and lanyards.  Prominent placement of name badge recycling 
boxes at conference venue.  Staff to alert attendees to this option. 
 

• Eliminate to-go cups from coffee stations.  Instead use ceramic mugs and request that 
the conference venue provide bulk sugar and creamer in carafes instead of individual 
sugar/creamer packets.  
 

• Eliminate use of one-time use plates and plastic cups at receptions where possible, and 
use glass/ ceramic/ reusable or recyclable plates and utensils. 
 

• Provide attendees with electronic copies of rosters only. 
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• Email attendees electronic copies of agendas and associated documents to limit the 
number of printed items.   
 

• Expand use of the ACI-NA conference App to larger specialty events throughout the year 
to help minimize need for printed materials, and communicate its availability to 
attendees in advance. 
 

• Use recycled paper for items that need to be printed on site and work to minimize 
printing on-site. 
 

• Organize a “pack your bags” area at the Annual Conference & Exhibition that allows 
attendees to select only those exhibitor materials and giveaways they want (and 
prohibiting the use of paper as sponsor materials for the station) to further minimize 
waste.    

 
Transport / Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
 

• Provide electronic walking maps to attendees of hotels, local attractions, restaurants as 
well as public transportation options and availability of bike sharing or ride sharing 
opportunities. 
 

• Request seasonal menus with ingredients sourced locally wherever possible, and offer 
vegetarian menu choices (vegetarian fare results in far less GHG emissions than meat). 
 

• Choose set designs and decorations that can be reused where possible, and consider 
giving these away as table prizes if they can’t be reused by the venue. 

 
Social Responsibility and Wellness 
 

• Make donations to a local charity in place of speaker gifts.  
 

• Request information from conference venue and caterers on availability of programs to 
donate unused food to local shelters or food banks. 
 

• Organize a “fun run” for conference attendees and guests where possible. 
 

• Facilitate opportunities for interested attendees to participate in a service project to 
benefit the local community or partner with a local charity to make attendees aware of 
volunteer opportunities.   
 

• Create walking routes and maps for conference attendees to/from and through the 
conference venue. 
 

• Request seasonal menus with ingredients sourced locally wherever possible. 
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Potential Future Exhibitor Initiatives   
 

• Consider creating a designated pavilion at our Annual Conference & Exhibition for 
sustainable products and services (earliest possible implementation date is 2019). 
 

• Create a tab in our exhibitor service kit on how to be more sustainable for our 
exhibitors. 
 

• Consider creating a “green / sustainable booth” contest for exhibitors. 
 
 

IV. REVIEW 
 
After each conference, ACI-NA reviews key performance indicators.  Typically these include 
number of attendees, sponsors, exhibitors, members vs. non-members attending, revenue, 
budget, etc.   We also solicit economic data from the venue and host city when available so we 
can gauge the economic value to a community that hosts an ACI-NA event, which assists in 
future conference planning and marketing.  The Sustainable Conferencing Guidelines also 
includes suggested data points for environmental and social indicators, which we hope to 
collect in the future for purposes of creating a conference sustainability report.     
 
Data Collection 
 

• Collect key economic data from the host city on the impact of the Annual Conference & 
Exhibition (for example, revenue generated, jobs supported, etc.).  
 

• Collect key environmental data from the Annual Conference & Exhibition venue and 
vendors, such as estimated savings through reduced paper use, approximate weight of 
recyclables collected and diverted from the landfill, approximate amount of food 
diverted from landfill (composted or donated), etc.  
 

• Tons of carbon (CO2) emissions offset by sponsors, and translate that to approximate 
number of attendees whose CO2 emissions for travel to/from the conference were 
offset. 
 

• Collect information from hotels (when available), on the number of attendees opting 
into their environmental programs (for example, hotel “water sense” programs, where 
participants don’t replace towels every day).   
 

• Amend the post-conference survey to attendees to include questions on sustainability 
initiatives (for example, were there enough recycling bins, did you find the electronic 
app useful or did you print your agenda, did you know your travel emissions were offset, 
etc.).    
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Waste Minimization / Recycling 
 

• Ship unused materials back to ACI-NA for use at future conferences where possible 
(using same shipping boxes and containers to send materials to venue). 
 

• Make conference presentations available online for attendees after the event. 
 
Report and Conference Improvement  
 

• Use results of data gathering effort and attendee survey to improve programming, 
organization, speakers, activities and sustainable initiatives for future conferences. 
 

• Consider developing an Annual Conference and Exhibition report for electronic 
distribution or publication on our website that includes key facts and figures on 
demographics, economic benefits, environmental performance and social responsibility.    
 

• Update the Sustainable Conferencing Guidelines as needed to reflect lessons learned, 
add new best practices, remove initiatives that no longer contribute value, etc.    
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APPENDIX A  
 

List / link to conference vendor, venue (hotels and convention center), and host airport 
sustainability initiatives 
 
Hargrove Sustainability Policy (Conference Designer) 
 

 



Sustainability Program



hargroveinc.com

SuStainabil ity Program

We will conduct our business and operations in the most eco-friendly manner while growing our business and 
producing effective results for our clients. We will encourage our staff to become leaders in this effort and 
continually seek out new alternatives and solutions to improve our performance.

Environmental Policy Statement

SuStainable  
buSineSS

SucceSS for:

clients • Hargrove • Planet

impeccable quality service is the foundation of our  
company. offering clients innovative products is our  

goal — including eco-friendly programs.

PeoPle

comprehensive eco-
friendly program based 
on reduce, reuse and 

recycle philosophy. Honest 
approach to program that 

produces lasting results.

Planet
believe environmental 

responsibility and  
business success are  

not mutually exclusive.

Profit
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SuStainabil ity Program

Eco-friendly Highlights

Green Tips
1. Plan early
early preparation is the number one way to reduce 
your show’s carbon footprint and impact on the 
environment. With plenty of planning time Hargrove 
will help you iron out every details and avoid those 
last minute shipments and other energy depleters.  
a well-designed signage strategy ensures graphics 
can be repurposed and waste is minimized. and,  
with plenty of prep time, we can help you educate 
your exhibitors on implementing a successful green 
exhibit program.

2. beWare of tHe buzz WordS
Just because materials are called biodegradable 
and recyclable, doesn’t mean they will be. these 
terms rely on future actions that may not be feasible 
and may consume additional resources to achieve. 
the reality is that there are very few landfills in the 
u.S. that can achieve biodegradation and shipping 
recycled materials to appropriate centers can be 
even more damaging to the environment. 

first private firm in the u.S. to buy a hybrid tractor in  
2009 which uses 30% less fuel than standard vehicles.

retrofitted almost 3,000 lights in the last 2 years 
and installed large-scale custom fans in warehouse 
reducing energy consumption by 30%.

3. laundry liStS don’t equal reSultS 
it’s easy to get caught up in long lists of what a 
company is doing to be environmentally friendly,  
but in reality don’t add up to much. at Hargrove,  
we focus on areas that truly impact our carbon 
footprint; minimize use of natural resources and  
ensure we recycle every step of the way.

4. don’t forget your exHibitorS
a major component of a show’s ability to achieve 
greater sustainability is its ability to encourage best 
practices from exhibitors. at Hargrove we offer  
a variety of tools and resources to encourage 
eco-friendly practices by exhibitors including online 
ordering, green incentives and training.
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SuStainabil ity Program

Summary of Hargrove’s  
Environmental Plan

reduce
Technology — Pursue ongoing technology improve-
ments that reduce carbon footprint. Example: 
energy star compliant Pcs, collaboration software.

Energy Efficiency and Consumption — reduce 
lighting consumption and HVac costs. examples: 
monitor thermostats and HVac operating times, 
seal air leaks, add insulation, retrofit light fixtures. 
500,000 kwhs saved in 2009 and energy costs 
reduced by 30%.

long-term plan — pursue alternative energy 
solutions including solar and wind.

Air Quality — maintain a smoke-free campus 
and monitor exhaust, air filtration and dust 
collection systems.

Water Conservation — pursue ongoing conservation 
of water. Example: repaired all leaky faucets and 
underground leaks. result: Saving thousands of 
gallons per month.

Fuel Consumption — implement all-hybrid tractor 
fleet within 5 years. 90% of forklifts and other show 
site vehicles use natural gas or propane depending  
on city/venue.

Inks and Paints — utilize environmentally friendly 
inks, paints and other solvents.

Janitorial supplies — ensure 100% of corporate and 
show site janitorial supplies made of 100% recycled 
materials which exceed ePa guidelines. Purchase 
100% corporate and show site cleaning supplies  
with green Seal approval.

reuSe
Expand Art Program — Hargrove partners with 
area educators to supply new scrap substrates and 
graphics returning from show site to supplement  
limited art supplies. our goal is to expand this  
program to as many schools as possible.

recycle
Waste Minimization and Recycling Program — 
maintain a comprehensive single steam waste 
management program. example: recycled close  
to 150 tons of material in 2009.

Recycle all light bulbs using a 3rd party vendor.

Office Supplies — recycle office supplies including 
paper, cell phones, batteries, computers, printers, 
and cartridges.

Corporate
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SuStainabil ity Program

reduce
Research — continue research and close partnership 
with major substrate manufacturers to procure and  
encourage ongoing development of green materials.

Focus on Exhibitors — comprehensive, 
environmentally friendly program for exhibitors 
includes: training, shipping, online kits, ordering, 
suppliers, services and products such as trash liners, 
tabletops, wooden tables, magazine bins and 
booth headers.

Green Options — Present green designs, substrates 
and other solutions to clients. 

Vendors and Subcontractors — require all vendors 
and subcontractors to pursue environmentally 
friendly programs. Example: use shippers who use 
corrugated boxes, recycled Visqueen and are 
SmartWay Partners with the ePa.

Online Show Management — expand Hcc 
client connection to ensure clients approve 
graphics, floor plans and other manage show 
documents online.

reuSe
Graphics — design and fabricate graphics that 
can be reused and repurposed.

Aluminum Fabrication — use recycled aluminum 
framing, not wood, in fabrication as it is reusable.

Earth-friendly Suppliers — use suppliers who source, 
design and produce eco-friendly rental furniture. 

Carpet, Drape, Staging, Props, Decor — maintain 
100% reuse program. 

Shipping Materials — use 100% recycled, 
repurposed or earth-friendly shipping materials.

recycle
Carpet/padding — continue program to ensure 
100% of carpet and padding is recycled.

Graphics — ensure graphics and signage recycled 
on show site and at headquarters.

Venues — Partner closely with venues to ensure 
Hargrove compliance with waste management 
processes and procedures.

Client Services and Products

Summary of Hargrove’s  
Environmental Plan
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SuStainabil ity Program

Substrate Resource Guide
Selecting substrates can be a confusing process. Selection of these materials can affect the look and feel of 
your show as well as your bottom line. this easy-to-use guide provides the basics regarding substrates so you 
can make educated decisions for your show.

SubStrate material ProS conS
HargroVe  

green grade*
common 

uSeS

alucobond and 
dibond

aluminum over  
poly core

High-end, long-
term signage

can be reused

cost,  
limited colors,  
cannot be  
recycled

cambridge foam-core
HmS inserts and 
small directionals

less expensive
not recyclable or  
biodegradable

coroplast Plastic
Smaller exterior 
signage 

recyclable
Seldom is 
recycled

bioboard
White Printable 
cardboard

rigid signs
made of high 
% of recyclable 
content

cost

duraplast
PVc faced  
fome-cor

larger directional 
signage

recyclable,  
medium level cost

Seldom is  
recycled

enviroboard Paperboard
indoor/outdoor  
applications

100% recycled, 
fSc certified

cost

Printable fabric Polyester
matte finish, large 
format banners

light weight,  
reusable

cost,  
not recyclable

fome-cor
Poly foam  
bonded  
between paper

interior signage inexpensive
cannot be  
recycled

gatorfoam
Poly foam  
bonded  
between paper

cut outs, large 
signage

can be re-used
cost,  
cannot be  
recycled

HP light Paper based medium size signs recyclable
cost,  
low quality output

*  five leaves denotes a more ecofriendly product. 
one leave denotes products that are not as environmentally friendly.
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SuStainabil ity Program

SubStrate material ProS conS
HargroVe  

green grade
common 

uSeS

insite bioboard

Specially formu-
lated fome-cor 
designed to  
biodegrade more 
efficiently in spe-
cific landfills

HmS inserts  
and smaller  
directionals

biodegradable
cost, landfills 
unavailable

mesh PVc outdoor banners light weight
cannot be  
recycled

Showcard cardboard
Small signs such  
as id signs

High % of re-
cycled material 
and typically is 
recycled

Semi-flexible

Sintra Solid PVc product
curved graphics, 
outdoor uses

recyclable,  
reusable

Seldom is  
recycled

tyvek
Polyethylene  
non-woven fiber

flexible banners  
and other signage

durable
class a flammable
light weight

cost, recyclable 
by manufacturer

Polystyrene
Polyester-based 
material

curved graphics, 
outdoor uses

100% recyclable
Seldom is  
recycled

ultra dP fome-cor
HmS inserts and 
small directionals

inexpensive
not recyclable or  
biodegradable

Vinyl PVc
flexible banners  
and other signage

inexpensive,  
quality output

cannot be  
recycled

HargroVe SuStainable graPHicS PHiloSoPHy

Select vendors who offer recycled content from 
sustainable resources

ensure materials fabrication limits use of natural 
resources, waste and pollution 

Ship new materials in the most eco-friendly manner

educate clients on materials, future reuse and 
solvent selection

Partner with venues and third parties to manage 
recycling, reuse and disposal of graphics.

1

2

3

4

5

Substrate Resource Guide
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